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1. Background & overall aim
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 ! Overall: small effects, mixed findings 

 1. Focus on screentime  

 2. Comparisons between persons 

 ! activities: active use = positive, passive use = negative 

 ! social media use measures = a bit of a mess 

1. Background & overall aim
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Main question: 

Why do some adolescents benefit from social media use and others not? 
When  
Who (person-specific) 
Short- and long-term associations 

!Who does what on social media? When? 

 

1. Background & overall aim



 Why Instagram: 
 - Variety of “common” activities: Messages, posts, stories, browsing 
 - Image-based platform 

 Why DDPs: 
 - Full account use, not limited to mobile app only 
 - Timestamped content   
 - Text and images “organized” 
 - Public and private use

1. Background & overall aim 
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2. DDP data collection

 1. Ethical and legal process 

 2. Informing parents 

 3. Consent parents 

 4. DDP collection 

 5. Processing (deidentification) 

 Start November 2019: 
 388 adolescents

End July 2020: 
+/-300 adolescents 

287 (74%) obtained parental consent  
209 indicated to use Instagram 
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1. Survey questions: e.g. number of accounts

2. Download instructions for app or web

3. Upload instructions: personal link

Three researchers checked if files were in, 
resolved tech issues, answered questions

2. DDP data collection

Did you receive the file(s)?
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3. Challenges along the way
In preparation:

- have information ready ! weariness
In order of down-/upload process:
- login information lost / parental “lock” 
- time between request and and file available 
- technical issues phones: limited space for downloads 
- multiple zip files
- unable to find file on phone once downloaded
- Phone does not allow uploading zip files 
- spotty/slow wifi
- not fully uploaded zip files/missing files

Overall: number of steps involved 
From 209 at start ! 148 with assent ! 104 donated
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102 participants - 110 useable Instagram DDPs:  
• 96 participants donated one account  
• four donated two accounts 
• two donated three accounts 

Some differences in sample at start versus donation: 

4. What did we learn?

Sample (388) DDP Sample (102)

M age = 14.11 M age = 14.04 
26%  pre-university 34% pre-university

29% prep secondary 
vocational 

43% prep secondary 
vocational 
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❖ Huge variety of activities  

(shopping, saving, messages) 

❖ Most users don’t “do” much
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4. What did we learn?



❖ Only a few users are highly active
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4. What did we learn?



❖ There is no “average” user
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4. What did we learn?



❖Use varies over time, within and across users
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4. What did we learn?
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5. What questions are we left with?
Instagram DDP specific: 

 - No information about what the participant is interacting with 

 - No manual of the data: bit of a puzzle 

 - Is it complete? What have they “seen” 

 - Content of data not stable
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5. What questions are we left with?
DDP more broadly: 

-- Teens/adults use around 5 different SNS, how can we approach this?  

-- Snapchat? WHatsApp? TikTok?  

-- How can we optimize data structure : images and text + self-reports 

-- Best approach to analyzing these data 

-- How can we take into account teen language, slang, spelling errors, English/dutch 

-- Ethics: what can and should we ask people to share (manual coding/anonimization) 

-- How can we make sure everyone can participate (tech/wifi)
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